
Jill Lin Sawyer
503-422-0134
Specialty: Basic Skills, Choreography,  Edges, Freestyle, Hockey Skills, Jumps, Jump Harness, MITF,  Spins, Technical
Specialist.
Years Coaching: 30+ years.
Accomplishments: 1978 World Junior Ladies Champion and U.S. Junior Ladies Champion,1979 Skate Prague Senior
Ladies Champion,1977 U.S. Novice Ladies Champion. First Ladies skater to land a Triple Lutz in competition.

Jill teaches all levels and ages of skaters. She provides video analysis to help a skater perform at a higher level. Jill utilizes
her previous competitive experience to help skaters concentrate and focus on individual goals. Jill is PSA Certified Rated:
Double Gold Medalist Figure and Free Skate. 

Skating has taught Jill many of life’s lessons such as discipline, hard work, and dedication. When Jill is not coaching, you
can find Jill playing with animals.   

Jennifer Savine
971-808-1259  or sk8withwings@gmail.com 
Specialty: Basic Skills, Choreography, Hockey Transitioning Skills, Special Olympics/Adaptive Skating, Synchro.
Years Coaching: 12+ years.
Accomplishments: 4 years with Disney on Ice; 10 years of Synchronized Skating.

Jennifer enjoys teaching basic skills to skaters of all ages in private or semi-private lessons. Additionally, she has a specific
love and focus in working with Special Olympics and Adaptive Skating. She uses her understanding of the different ways
in which people learn to find the best method to fit the skater’s needs. She utilizes her attention to detail, effective
communication, and adaptable resilience with the utmost integrity. Additionally, Jennifer focuses on off-ice exercises to
build strength, balance, and flexibility. She embraces and encourages inclusivity and diversity in the sport while guiding
and motivating the skater in a patient and compassionate manner, while influencing excitement in the skater’s
advancement through the joy and fun of skating.

Jennifer strives to emanate the lesson of perseverance, in both skating and as a way of life; finding that only through
perseverance can one obtain the successful outcome one is searching for. She also focuses on attaining health on all
levels. She enjoys the practice of yoga and meditation, hiking and camping, volunteering in the community, and, as
always, ice skating. 

Dmitri Murphy
503-442-4007
Specialty: Basic Skills, Freestyle, Jumps, Jumps Harness, Learn-to-Skate. 
Years Coaching: 5+ years.
Accomplishments: Regionals and Sectional Competitor. 

Before starting his coaching career, Dmitri was an accomplished competitive figure skater. His philosophy is to inspire,
inform and encourage every skater he teaches. Dmitri teaches all levels and ages of skaters. His primary focus is on
jump technique specializing in the pole harness. Dmitri is currently accepting new students. 

Autumn Morin
503-442-4007
Specialty: Basic Skills, Choreography, Edges, Freestyle, Moves in the Field, Spins.
Years Coaching: 10+ years.
Accomplishments: Double Gold Medalist in Freestyle and Moves in the Field. 

Autumn teaches all levels and ages of skaters. With an emphasis on artistry and presentation, she specializes in
freestyle, moves in the field, and choreography. She has a passion for figure skating and enjoys passing along her
knowledge to the next generation of skaters. Autumn is PSA rated in Free Skate.  

Autumn grew up skating in the PNW and skated competitively for over 10 years. She has been a performer in local ice
shows and has experience with ice show production and group/solo choreography. When not coaching, Autumn can be
found running around with her Husky dogs or baking cookies for her home-based bakery business in Forest Grove, OR. 
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